June 2020

Joint CIB W099 & TG59

International Good Health, Wellbeing & Decent Work Conference

Glasgow 10th September 2020

We had previously advised you that, due to the
uncertainty around the Coronavirus COVID 19, the
conference was to be postponed till next year, with a
one-day web event in September this year. We can
now confirm that the web event will be held Thursday
10th September 2020.
This will include some keynote speakers and will be a
FREE event. Details will be published nearer the time
and on our conference website.
In addition, we are seeking interest from those who
would like to still have a paper published in formal
proceedings. We appreciate that some of you may
already have a paper ready to publish and are looking
for a worthy outlet. We are proposing a small fee of
£15 (GBP) – one fee for up to three papers - to cover
this, and would also offer you the opportunity to
upload a 10 minute presentation of your paper for
delegates to view prior to the web event. This would
then inform discussion on the day of the event. There
will be at least two prizes on offer for best papers (the
Jimmie Hinze best paper and a best student paper)
which would come with the offer to present the paper
during the web event.

Deadline: Monday 22nd June if you wish to submit
a full paper.
•
•
•

Full paper submission: 17th July
Feedback: 7th August
Camera ready paper and video submitted: 24th
August

Finally, we are pleased to inform you that ARCOM are
proposing a rescheduled ‘face-to-face’ conference in
Glasgow September 2021. Therefore, it is our intention
to do the same and run a W099/TG59 later the same
week in September 2021 as per our original plan.
Thank you for bearing with us during these uncertain
times, if you have any questions please email. We
hope you can join us virtually in September and in
person next September.
For more information about the CIB Commission
W099 Safety Health & Wellbeing in Construction
is to be found here and of TG59 People in
Construction is to be found here.
Follow CIB on

